Autumn 2010
It has been 14 months since the last news letter. Enough of that, onwards.
Summer has been and gone, the longer days have yielded along with Test cricket on the radio to the shorter cooler
days as I cut, file and braze at the work bench. At the Aussie road nationals last year I was roped into a two month
Euro stint with the Aussie national U23 team. It was a bit like the good old days as the DS was Brian Stephens and I
had done many races with Brian during an intense two year stint with the Australian Institute of Sport in 1995 -96.
The lead up to the trip was hard at the work bench and not much riding so as to get all frame commitments
completed before flying to Italy. The Aussie U23 team is based in Varese Italy and my two months included working
races such as the Tour of Ireland, Tour of Slovakia, one day races in Italy and finishing off with the World Road
Championships in Mendresio.

It was special to be involved with the U23 lads as they had many successes, with Leigh Howard winning the Tour of
Slovakia and some Italian one day races. It was with a special world championships that finished the season as Jack
Bobridge won the U23 time trial.

This picture was snapped by Mary Ann as Jack came downstairs at the base to visit with his pasta belly the night
before he clobbered them in the time trail. I was actually working on his race bike and was checking the spare
wheels for him when he appeared.

This is Jack on his winning ride at the World Champs. His father is in the front passenger seat. The mechanic {me} sits in the back seat for ease
of exit for wheel and bike changes if needed. I am listening to the race radio recording all the split times. Jack lead the whole way. Brian is
using the PA as radios are not allowed in the U23 race.

The evening after the TT an old codger dropped in to check out the Aussie camp. Rumour has it this old fella turned a
nimble pedal in his youth and had a reputation of being a bit of a hard man. He gave me a hand for about an hour
with a tricky cabling job I was doing. He was a tad difficult to understand due to his thick Irish accent, but I managed
to cope.

With Cadel knocking over the big one on the Sunday, it made a special World Championships for the Aussies. Mary
Ann came over just before the World Championships and her enthusiasm with the camera was a welcome record of
events.

After all the excitement/fatigue of a World Champs it was a relief to escape for a three-week holiday with Mary Ann
in a little Alfa hire car which was quickly nicknamed “Stall” and we headed off, stalling our way to Cinque Terra.

and then to France for a visit to a small hand made frame show where we also crossed paths and caught up with
Sacha White {Mr Vanilla}, paid a quick visit to the French Alps , then back into Italy to Dario Pegoretti’s Caldnazzo
workshop. And what a marvellous time we had with Dario. Lots of frame building stories and history’s of Italian
frame building. It is a rare treat for me to visit a master frame builder’s workshop and the visit to Dario is special. To
share and speak about the life of independent frame builders is enjoyable. Sasha White also called in on Dario during
his vacation and we three frame builders had lots of nice Italian wine, and too much good food (which means I am in
need of many hours of consistent riding again).

Mary Ann heard a quote from Dario that resonated with us because of the constant marketing hyperbole of “Shock
absorption, vertical compliance” coupled with ceramic perpetual motion bearings………………………….……

“A bicycle is not a sofa”

Dario Pegoretti.

Then a few laps around Venice and the surrounding Islands and then home via Rome.

Some time last year I got a phone call from Leta Keens about her new book project. A visit, some chatting, some
pictures and 12 months later out comes “Shoes for the Moscow Circus” which is an atmospheric, lyrical
look behind the scenes of a number of Australian trades and industries, many of which are fast
disappearing in the western world. Arts writer Leta Keens, with photographer Oliver Strewe, visits more
than 25 factories and workshops including an umbrella maker and cricket ball factory, a taxidermist and a
bicycle maker a tannery and a dolls' hospital and discovers far more than simply the history and processes
involved in these trades. With an engagingly readable style, she also tells the stories of the characters who
inhabit these intriguing, and often little known, worlds. This superbly designed and presented book is
lavishly illustrated with evocative black and white photographs.
ISBN: 9781741964677

My bit in Leta’s book also got a start in the current QANTAS on flight mag

As a young silly lad working at Hoffy Cycles {circa 1980} I devoured all cycling magazines and books, studying all the
pictures and stories of frame builders and their products. The pictures of investment cast lugs and other frame parts
that were being produced in Italy at that time were becoming mainstream in the production of quality hand made
frames. I studied those pictures of lugs with a deep intensity and fascination, often putting down the pages to stare
off to the horizon and ponder if it would ever be possible that one day I could make frames with my own lugs? 25
years later I have realised that gaze to the horizon.

It starts with the need of a part to compliment and or improve my frame building designs and processes. I may be
using a part that does the job adequately, but over time I become annoyed at a perceived short coming that is in the
part, it might be a small amount of function in the build process that I want to improve, or it might be just my visual
aesthetic that is being challenged, or as simple as reducing my production costs. As the days roll by at the work
bench, the Aussies are taking wickets and making runs, I ponder every aspect of my work. A seed is planted. A desire
grows. Some times it has to lay dormant till it can be acted upon. It might take an Italian holiday meeting with some
one like one of my fellow “Frame Builders Collective” colleagues such as Dario Pegoretti to ignite a new lug project. I
had been dreaming of an XL tube lug set with a level top tube to compliment my successful compact/sloping top
tube lug sets. Dario expresses that he wanted some thing similar as well. He sits beckons me to sit down, the
corkscrew comes out, and he puts his ideas forward. As Mary Ann’s camera captures the moment a new project
collaboration is born I ask myself:
“Is it normal in Italy to start drinking a bottle of nice red wine at 10.00am?” 

In between sips, we discuss designs, “Darrell it is matter of interest, to do some things of tradition but for today”,
we speak of SolidWorks 3D computer drafting. I taught myself 3D CAD over many weekends and evenings, pouring
over books, till I mastered a technique that works for lug designs. Bicycle lugs have implications with the shore line
that the professional CAD workers I spoke with do not understand. So I am sort of proud I have a technique nailed
for my designs. Dario got me involved in his project and I am proud to be working with a legend in the frame building
circles. Dario has built many thousands for many famous brand names, big hitters, and winners of the TDF have
ridden his work, Miguel Indurain was no chopper on a treadly!

So we get home and I am buried for three weeks in front of the monitor, tapping the key board and chasing a mouse
for countless hours. What made it doubly hard was I already had the “Custodian” lug project underway and so the
this Pegoellyn collaboration was added on top of an existing project. Here is an example of a 3D CAD lug drawing

Now this is science fiction compared to the days of circa 1980, when as a lad, the automatic pencil and the drafting
board with the sheet of paper was the only method. There is nothing to be desired of the old drafting days
compared to today’s 3D CAD. Now the next bit is an even wilder bit of science fiction. One emails the CAD drawing
to a firm that does Rapid Prototyping and few days later a plastic printed exact scale model of the part arrives by
courier.

Could one have imagined this stuff 30 years ago? The plastic model is used to check dimensions and aesthetic
details. One still needs to have it in the hand to really get the full appreciation of a shape that the 2D screen view can
never fully convey. Dario wanted to maintain the Italian flavour to the lug shore lines, and I and other builders need
to have the ability to shape the lugs to my style, so the shore line design is such that it has enough room to allow for
these varied needs. Tweaks are made to the CAD drawing and then when completed the CAD drawing file is emailed
to the casting house. I and others have a good relationship with a firm that goes by the name of “LongShen” owned
and run by Shirley and Allan Kerr based in Taiwan.

This picture was taken when I visited Allan and Shirley at LongShen late 2005.
Why go to LongShen to cast bicycle parts? LongShen cast 95% of the world’s steel bicycle frame parts and they
supply everyone, and I mean everyone! From signore Ernesto C to, insert your brand name here. They do a great job,
their quality is consistently to a very high standard, but most importantly, they know how to cast very thin 1.20mm
wall thickness lugs. I support Aussie made products when ever possible, I pay more to support Aussie made stuff,
but no one in OZ was confident to cast 1.20mm thick lugs. They wanted to experiment to find out if they could do it,
but no guarantee they would meet with success. A big development experiment on my energies and using my
resources to gamble on? So why not continue with LongShen I ask. Nice people and they do a good job. If you wish
to understand the investment casting process a little bit more, go here
http://www.sheldonbrown.com/bridgestone/1993/pages/48.htm
http://www.sheldonbrown.com/bridgestone/1993/pages/49.htm
Now “Mr C” is LongShen’s tool maker, and he gets down to the business of making the tools that the wax shots are
made in. This is the expensive part of the process, the tooling is costly to make, and coupled with the many hours of
time in CAD work with the design, sorting technical details, it really adds up the $. It hurts a one man operation to do
these projects, a bit like doing a 250 km training ride in bad weather. It hurts the whole way, it can be miserable, and
it takes some time to recover, but after the recovery, you are stronger and closer to your goal. It takes a sizeable
chunk of commitment and resources so that is why there is only a few of us in the world today motivated to do new
designs. Why do it? Because one needs to do it, to keep improving the art, process and function of the steel hand
made frame. To keep seeking to better what we did last week at the bench.

This is a picture of the tool that makes the wax shots for one of Richard
Sachs’ lugs sets, that I use regularly. Richard is one of the few other builders who currently designs and produces
new lug sets for his use, and also makes these lugs available to professional frame builders around the world. I also
sell my lugs and castings to other builders around the world, to recoup the large tooling costs.
Then after some time passes the excitement escalates when first samples arrive

This is followed with getting stuck into a couple of display/proving frames for the fast approaching 2010 NORTH
AMERCIAN HAND MADE SHOW {NAHBS} using these first samples. Now this show is the premier show in the world
for independent bespoke frame builders using steel, aluminium, carbon and titanium. It has grown over the years
and the attendance is fabulous. I last attended in 2008 and it is what I best describe as a love fest for frame builders.
An orgy of fine hand crafted bespoke bicycles to admire and lust over. I really enjoy meeting the other builders and
get a special thrill when I see them using my Llewellyn lugs. The punters who come to the show appreciate the fine
work on show and many friend ships and acquaintances are created. For more about this years NAHBS and my stuff
Go here and scroll down the page and scroll down the gallery.
http://www.cyclingnews.com/features/north-american-handmade-bicycle-show-2010-part-five

I go to NAHBS loaded up with as much as I can afford to take on the plane, which is not much but I can assure you
customs and carnets are a total pain and expensive. Flying is such a drag for me now, I feel like a couple of days have
been sucked from my life, never to be seen again. So the stop over I had for a few days in San Francisco staying with
Brett and Shelly Horton was a welcome ease to the pain. Looking over their fabulous collection of historic cycling
memorabilia is always a treat and it is impossible to describe the treasures who are Brett and Shelly.

On the last day of the show the award for “Best Paint” was given to Llewellyn for the Candy Apple red stainless
lugged Custodian frame. Joey (Joe Cosgrove) should get the credit for this, his paint work hits the boundaries and
over the fence for 6 and the award for his efforts are well deserved.
Along the way we had to think up names for the lugs, now the standard OS tube size lugs are for my “Custodian”
frames so it was natural to call these the “Custodian” lug set, but what to call the new Pegoellyn collaboration lug
set? It is a lug set intended for tall and or solid riders, the same tube sizes as the “XL Compact” {formerly called Slant
6 } but for a level top tube. Then a chance inspiration occurred while thinking of that red bottle of wine we shared
that sunny morning in Caldnazzo, the similarity of the name of this fine Aussie wine with Dario’s home town of
Calnazzo, bingo!
http://www.darenberg.com.au/products/testimonials-red/2006-the-cadenzia
“Cadenzia lugs”
Cadenza” in Italian means cadence, rhythm. These typical cycling terms all linked together with place, wine and
people.

Here is a picture of Dario’s Cadenzia-lugged bike he had on show at NAHBS

And this was my take on the Cadenzia lugs at NAHBS

Dario is also working with Columbus on a new stainless steel tube set for luged frames. A “Cadenzia XCr” set and I
am working with the white-Dove tubi on a OS XCr Custodian tube set. I made a prototype frame for NAHBS and if the
stars and planets align this new tube set will be available later this year. More on about this next time
After last year and the crowded busy start this year, I am slowing down to a sensible pace and riding my bike again. I
love those early morning starts and see the sun rise with that lovely morning light as the whip and bell birds sing
their song. City riding does nothing for me, I love the quiet hilly roads behind Samford, the cool clean air and no cars.
To end this tome, Mary Ann took this picture near Peak Crossing. It is an untouched photo!
It was an amazing ten minutes of visual feasting

Happy pedalling
Cheerio Dazza
Man is well on his way to wisdom when he admits he is a fool --Buddha

